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lon  Huokul’s  account  of  Kuorasan,—translated  by  Major  W.
-AwpveErson,  Bengal  Artillery.

KHORASAN

Is  the  name  of  a  large  country  divided  into  districts.  On  the  East

it  is  bounded  by  Seestan  and  India,  I  have  already  given  in  my  map  of

Seestan  those  portions  of  Ghoor  which  are  near  and  belong  to  Seestan,

but  the  entire  country  is  considered  Indian.  I  have  included  the  dis-

tricts  of  the  Khuluj  tribes  in  Cabul.  While  Wakan  and  those

places  to  the  south  of  Khotul  are  also  Indian.

To  the  West  lie  the  deserts  inhabited  by  the  Goz  tribes  and  the

country  of  Joorjan.

To  the  North  extends  Mawarolnuhr  and  a  portion  of  the  Tork  king-
dom  south  of  Khotul.

To  the  South  are  situated  the  desert  of  Fars  and  Koomis.

But  I  have  added  Koomis  to  the  map  of  Duelum,  Joorjan,  Teberes-

tan,  Rue,  and  Kuzween,  and  of  them  formed  a  separate  division.

I  have  included  Khotul  with  Mawarolnuhr,  as  lying  between  the

Wukhshab  and  Khurab,  and  also  Kharism,  because  it  is  beyond  the

river  and  its  capital  nearer  to  Bokhara  than  to  Khorasan.

This  country  to  the  east  is  enclosed  by  a  line  sweeping  along  the

desert  of  Fars  and  Herat  and  Ghoor,  to  Ghuznee;  joined  by  a  line

from  Koomis  to  Furawuh  making  nearly  a  square.  ‘Thence,  along

the  confines  of  Joorjan  and  the  Caspian  to  Kharism,  embracing  the

inhabited  places.

In  the  various  aggregations  and  divisions  of  Khorasan  the  chief

places  are,  Neeshapoor,  Merv,  Herat,  Bulk.

The  minor  subdivisions  are,  Koohistan,  Toos,  Nesa,  Abeewurd,

Surukhs,  Esfezar,  Pooshung,  Badghues,  Gunj—Rostak,  Mervrood,

Joozjan,  Bameeyan,  Tokharestan,  Zum,  Amol.  Kharism  I  will

describe  with  Mawarolnuhr,  as  its  capital  is  beyond  the  river,  and
nearer  to  that  country  than  to  Persian  Khorasan.

I  have  not  separated  Neeshapoor,  but  have  detailed  under  it  all

the  various  subdivisions,  at  the  same  time  I  have  separated  Tokha-

restan  from  Bulkh,  as,  although  commonly  joined  in  name,  their

description  and  revenue  accounts  are  kept  separate.
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These  arrangements  only  involve  some  care  in  the  table  of  routes,

and  in  the  map,  as  it  is  necessary  to  introduce  so  many  places  under

the  one  map  of  Khorasan.
NersHapoor  was  known  as  Eeran-Shuhr,  it  is  situated  in  a  level

country  with  houses  built  of  unburnt  brick,  placed  at  a  distance

from  each  other,  the  city  covers  a  square  fursukh,  having  a  town,

fort  and  ramparts—both  the  town  and  fort  contain  a  large  popula-

tion.  The  Jama  Musjed  is  in  the  suburbs  at  a  place  called  the  Can-

tonments.  The  Government  house  is  situated  on  a  plain  called  the

Prison-square,  near  the  Jail,  at  a  distance  of  a  fursukh  from  the

Musjed,  it  was  built  by  Omur  bin  Lues.

The  fort  has  two  gates,  and  the  town  four.

The  Rasulkunturuh  or  bridge  gate.

The  Mokufful  or  closed  gate.

The  Kohundez  or  fort  gate.
The  Deze-Mushkan.

The  fort  is  distinct  from  the  town,  but  the  ramparts  enclose  both  ;

these  last  have  gates,  that  leading  to  Urak  and  Joorjan  is  the  Ko-

bab,  that  on  the  Bulkh,  Merve  and  Mawarolnuhr  road  is  the  Jubul

or  mountain  gate;  the  entrance  on  the  Fars  and  Kohistan  road  is

the  Huozol  Eyaz  gate;  while  on  the  Toos  and  Nesa  road  are  several

gates,  as  the  Sookhtuh  and  Sere  Sheereen.

The  bazars  are  outside  the  town  and  the  fort  in  the  suburbs,  the

best  is  known  as  the  Great-square  and  the  second  as  the  Small-square,

from  the  great  square  the  bazars  extend  to  the  east  as  far  as  the

Musjed,  and  to  the  west  they  join  the  smaller  square—to  the  south

they  extend  to  the  tomb  of  the  two  Husuens,  and  to  the  north  the

streets  end  at  the  Bridge.  The  smaller  square  is  near  the  prison  and
Government  house.  ,

The  water  is  chiefly  taken  from  kareez  running  near  the  habita-

tions  and  it  flows  from  the  houses  and  waters  the  gardens  inside

and  outside  the  city.  They  have  also  a  large  river  called  the  Wade

Sughawur.  Several  towns  and  villages  are  irrigated  from  its  waters

which  run  from  this  Wadee,  nor  is  there  any  larger  river.
in  the  whole  of  Khorasan  there  is  no  more  extensive  or  salubri-

ous  city  than  Neeshapoor.

The  weavers  manufacture  stuffs  of  cotton  and  of  silk  which  are

x
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so  plentiful  and  good  as  to  be  exported  to  all  countries  of  Moslems
and  of  Kafers.

Neeshapoor  possesses  extensive  districts  and  populous  towns,  as

Boozjan,  Malun  called  Kesrajerd,  Khaemund,  Suloomul,  Sungan,

Zoozun,  Kunduz,  Tersheez,  Janruwan,  Azad-war,  Khushuogerd,

Buhmunabad,  Muzneyan,  Subzwar,  Rewaduh,  Mehrjan,  Esfurayun,

Khuer  Khan,  Zurmuluh,  and  if  Toos  be  included,  there  may  be  added

Radgan,  Taburoon,  Burooghoor  and  Nookan.

Toos  contains  the  tomb  of  Ulee  the  son  of  Moosa  Reza,  on  whom

be  peace,  also  the  sepulchre  of  Haroonul-rusheed  ;  the  tomb  of  the

former  is  distant  from  the  town  about  four  fursukhs,  in  a  village

called  Sunabad.  The  latter  is  at  Nookan.  Turquoises  are  extensive-

ly  found  in  the  hills  near  Neeshapoor  and  Toos,  and  earthen-ware  is

exported.

Merv,  known  as  Merve  Shah  Juhan,  is  a  very  ancient  place,  the

fort  is  considered  to  have  been  built  by  Tuhmoorus,  while  the  old

city  was  founded  by  Zool  Kurnuen  ;  it  is  situated  on  a  level  plain

far  from  any  hills;  the  soil  is  saline  and  very  sandy,  while  the

houses  are  of  unburnt  bricks.  The  place  contains  three  Jama  Mus-

jeds—the  oldest  being  the  Musjed  built  inside  the  place  on  the  first
introduction  of  Eslam  called  the  Muhan  next  is  the  Musjed  Uteek

at  the  city  gate  chiefly  occupied  by  the  traditionists;  the  third  is

the  Musjed  of  Makhan.  They  consider  this  last  Musjed,  the  bazars

and  the  Government  house  to  have  been  built  by  Abo  Moslem.  The

Government  house  is  in  front  of  this  Musjed  and  contains  an  arched

room  built  by  Abo  Moslem  under  which  he  used  to  sit—and  to  this

day  the  Umeers  of  Merv  assemble  under  it;  it  is  built  of  bricks  and

mortar,  and  covers  a  square  of  fifty-five  cubits.

This  doomed  room  has  four  doors,  each  opening  into  a  vestibule

ornamented  over  the  entrances  with  sculptured  representations  of

large  fish,  and  in  front  of  each  vestibule  is  a  square  open  court.  The

fort  is  as  large  as  the  city,  but  now  in  ruins,  it  is  built  on  an  elevated
mound  which  has  a  kareez  cut  into  it  from  which  the  water  runs  to

this  day  ;  and  sometimes  vegetables  and  melons  are  cultivated  on  it.

Originally  the  bazars  were  at  the  gate  of  the  city  near  the  Ateek

musjed,  but  in  the  days  of  Abo  Moslem,  they  were  removed  to

Makhan,  they  are  cleaner  than  the  bazars  of  other  cities.
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The  Eedgah  is  situated  in  the  division  called  Rasulmuedan  near

the  square  of  Abee  Jehem,  and  is  surrounded  on  all  sides  by  houses

and  buildings.  The  situation  is  between  Makhan  and  the  canal  of

Hormuz  Kuruh.  The  streets  of  the  city  have  four  canals—among

them  is  the  canal  above  mentioned—on  which  are  built  many  of  the

houses  of  the  city,  it  enters  the  walls  from  the  direction  of  a  place

called  Serjosh.

Hosuen  bin  Taher  erected  many  of  these  buildings,  and  wished

to  remove  the  bazars  and  Government  house  to  this  position.  The

inhabitants  of  the  quarter  of  the  city  called  Ras  ol  Shabaee  use  this

water,  in  this  division,  resides  the  family  of  Shuekh  ol  Juleel  Abu

fuzl  Mohummud,  the  son  of  Obuedallah.

Another  canal  is  called  the  Makhan;  on  it  is  the  Government

house,  the  bazars,  the  musjed  Hadeesan,  the  jail  and  house  of  the

family  of  Abee  Lukhum  the  slave  of  Abee  Moeet.  In  which  house

is  a  dome,  round  the  interior  of  which  is  written  the  declaration  of

election  to  the  Khulafut  of  the  family  of  Abbas,  the  cupola  stands

to  this  day.

Another  canal  is  called  the  Zoruk—it  flows  to  the  gate  of  the

city  and  its  water  is  used  by  the  people,  on  it  is  the  Uteek  musjed,

and  lower  down  is  the  house  of  the  family  of  Khaleel  ben  Uhmud

ben  Hemad,  the  Governor  of  Bokhara.

Next  is  the  canal  of  Usudee  Khorasanee,  which  waters  the  Mu-

huluh  of  the  Sunjar  gate,  Burmahan  and  other  quarters;  on  this
canal  was  the  house  of  the  Murzban  of  Merv.

Such  are  the  canals  on  which  are  placed  the  various  divisions  of

Merv  with  their  buildings,  a  wall  surrounds  all  these  four  canals

with  the  houses  ;  a  second  wall  surrounds  the  city  and  the  various

villages  and  is  known  as  the  wall  of  Raee,  of  it  remains  are  now
to  be  seen.

The  interior  city  has  four  gates.

The  first  leading  to  the  Jama-Musjed  is  called  the  Sharsan.

The  Homa,  the  Sunjar,  the  Malun,  the  Dure  Mushkan  leading  to
Bokhara,  near  which  was  the  residence  and  the  mint  of  Mamoon

during  the  period  he  lived  at  Merv,  previous  to  his  being  elected  to
the  Khulufut.  |

Merv  has  one  chief  river  rising  under  Bameyan  from  which  are  cut

x  2
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all  the  above-mentioned  canals  irrigating  the  lands,  it  is  called  the

Morghab  or  waters  of  Merv,  some  think  the  name  is  taken  from

that  of  the  spring  where  the  river  rises,  named  Morghab  ;  others,

that  the  derivation  is  from  Murgh  Ajmuh,  the  pasture  of  reeds.

This  river  flows  to  Merv  rood  and  its  villages  and  then  enters

Merv  Shahjuhan  at  Goo  Geen  between  Khoozan  and  Kurshee—the

bunds  are  placed  at  the  village  of  Zoruk  where  the  water  is  thrown

off  into  the  canals—by  boards  having  holes  equalizing  the  division

of  the  water  to  all  parties,  so  that  if  any  person  takes  more  or  less

than  his  right  destruction  overtakes  his  crops.  There  is  an  officer

placed  in  charge  of  the  water  who  is  even  a  greater  man  than  the
Walee  of  Muoonuh.

I  have  understood  that  ten  thousand  men  find  employment  on

this  river.  Merv  was  the  cantonment  of  a  large  force  in  the  early

days  of  Eslam  ;  and  the  district  was  the  place  which  determined  the

possession  of  Persia,  to  the  followers  of  Mohummud,  for  Yezdegerd

the  last  king  of  Persia  was  killed  ina  mill  on  the  canal  of  Zoruk.

From  this  quarter  arose  the  call  to  the  Khulufut  of  the  Abbas

family.  In  the  house  of  the  children  of  Aboo  Lukhum  Olmoeet  was

this  celebrated  call,  written  round  a  dome;  but  now  hardly  to  be

read.  From  this  city  went  forth  Mamoon  to  contend  for  the  Khu-

lufut  with  his  brother  Mohummud  bin  Zobueduh.  Many  bestowers

of  the  Khulufut  resided  in  this  city.

The  best.  penmen  of  Erak  and  Khorasan,  the  most  celebrated

theological  lawyers  and  masters  of  ethics  are  of  Merv,  I  have  de-

termined  that  my  book  should  be  a  mere  abstract,  and  hence  have

excluded  those  celebrated  men,  whose  histories  may  be  found  in

works  on  the  subject.  I  have  not  detailed  men  and  things  which

perhaps  should  have  been  mentioned.

In  the  days  of  the  Persian  dynasty,  the  most  renowned  of  phy-

siclans  and  of  accomplished  performers  came  from  Eranshuhr  ;  as

Burzooyuh,  the  first  of  doctors,  and  Barbod,  the  chief  of  singers  and

of  musical  performers.

The  provisions  are  better  than  in  any  other  portion  of  Khorasan,

the  bread  in  particular  is  finer  and  better  tasted—while  of  its  dried

fruits  and  raisins,  a  large  exportation  takes  place  to  other  countries.

Much  is  said  of  the  productions  of  Herat  and  the  plenty  in  other
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countries;  but  the  delicacy  and  flavour  of  Merv  productions  are

superior.  Of  its  fruits  the  melon  is  large  and  is  exported  to  Erak  ;
but  I  am  not  sure  if  it  is  carried  to  other  countries.

As  to  the  city,  the  cleanliness,  the  beauty  of  the  place,  the  ar-

rangement  of  the  divisions  and  of  the  houses,  the  windings  of  the

canals,  the  vineyards,  the  marked  difference  of  the  people  of  the

bazars  from  those  of  other  places,  all  stamp  the  superiority  of  Merv

over  other  parts  of  Khorasan.  On  its  deserts  flourish  the  Turunj-
been  which  is  carried  over  the  world,  as  also  are  its  fabrics  of  silk

and  its  raw  silk.  But  I  have  heard  that  the  original  source  of  the

silk-worm  is  Jorjan  and  Tuberestan,  whence  it  was  brought  long

ago  to  Merv.

Raw  Silk  is  now  exported  from  Merv  rood  to  Tuberestan,  also  the

superior  cotton  called  the  Leyun  cotton,  and  ready  made  sheets.

Merv  possesses  several  ancient  traditionist  musjeds.  Merv  rood

has  two.  Keshmehun,  Hoormuz  Kuruh,  Seenuj,  Khuzukh,  Khuruk

Shooshukan  have  each  one  house  of  prayer.

Herat.—This  is  the  name  of  a  city  having  various  districts,

among  its  towns  are  Malun,  Jusan,  Serteyan,  Oobuh,  Marabad,

Pashtan,  Korookh,  Chesht,  Esfezar,  Udruskun,  Gowazan,  Kooshuk,

Khorasanabad.

Esfezar  is  the  name  of  a  district  containing  the  four  towns  I  have

mentioned.

Herat  is  surrounded  by  walls,  with  plenty  of  water,  and  a  large

population,  it  has  also  suburbs,  and  contains  a  fort  and  Jama  Musjed,

but  the  Government  house  is  outside  the  walls  at  a  place  called

Khorasanabad  about  one-third  of  a  fursukh  from  the  city  on  the

road  to  Pooshung  lying  to  the  westward.  The  houses  are  erected

from  unbaked  bricks,  and  each  side  of  the  city  measures  about  half

a  fursukh.

The  city  has  four  gateways,  that  to  the  north  on  the  Neeshapoor

road  is  called  the  Erak,  that  on  the  road  to  Bulkh  is  named  Kep-

chak.  The  gateway  leading  to  Seestan  is  known  by  the  name  of

Feroozabad,  while  that  leading  to  Ghoor  the  Khoshuk.  The  doors

are  all  of  wood  except  the  Erak  which  is  covered  with  iron,  at  each

entrance  is  a  bazar  for  the  use  of  the  inhabitants  of  the  neighbour-

ing  quarter  of  the  city.  Water  runs  through  the  towns  and  suburbs,
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the  fort  has  also  four  entrances  opposite  to,  and  known  by  the  names

of,  the  gates  of  the  city.

Outside  the  fort  runs  a  wall  on  each  side,  to  the  height  of  a  man,

and  about  thirty  paces  in  breadth.

The  Jama  Musjed  is  in  the  centre  of  the  city  surrounded  by

bazars,  while  to  the  west  of  it  is  placed  the  jail.  In  all  Khorasan,

Seestan,  Mavarulnahr  and  the  Jubal  districts,  there  does  not  exist

to  the  present  time  a  better  frequented  Musjed  that  the  one  of  Herat.

Next  in  estimation  is  that  of  Bulkh,  then  the  musjed  of  Seestan.

This  Herat  Musjed  is  much  frequented  by  a  large  body  of  the

profession  learned  in  matters  of  religion,  the  congregation  conduct

themselves  after  the  customs  prevailing  in  Syria,  and  have  a  religi-

ous  discourse  read  on  each  Friday’s  assembly.

Herat  is  a  grand  halting  place  between  Fars  and  Khorasan,  also
a  central  mart  for  these  countries  as  well  as  for  Seestan.

On  the  road  to  Bulkh  about  half  a  fursukh  from  the  city  there  is

a  hill  rising  from  the  plain  lying  between  Herat  and  Esfezar,  it  pro-

duces  neither  wood  nor  grass  but  merely  stones  for  mills  and  floors.

On  the  summit  of  this  hill  stood  a  fire  temple  called  Sershak  ;  be-

tween  it  and  the  city  is  a  Christian  church.

No  water  nor  any  gardens  exist  until  you  reach  the  canal  of  the

city  near  the  gate,  which  is  crossed  by  a  bridge;  beyond  this  canal

there  is  neither  garden  nor  water.

Near  all  the  gates  irrigation  being  obtainable,  gardens  are  nume-

rous—the  most  populous  is  the  Feroozabad  gateway.  The  river  of

this  district  rises  at  the  Robate  Gorwan,  and  as  it  flows  from  Ghoor

to  Herat,  many  canals  are  cut  from  it  as  follows:

CANALS.  VILLAGES  WATERED.

Perwant,...  sock  2  4.  3  0)  Euwadushtuk.  [  Odwan.

Malun,....  ...........  Kowashan,  Seyawashan,  Malun,  Teezan,

Ulanjan;  2  4.  0.00)  |  Koosnan,

Kheyabanyet.  ti.  (9.0660),  aSullbuh.

Kumburak)))  2i...n0/s44.0)  Mookan.

Ghoorwany,  2.0  /.s.oea  Qieetuk.

Tooneyan,  ............  Ghooryan  Kurugurd.

Subkur,  ..............  Ghazurwan  and  Feerozabad.

Unjeel,........0-.....  Thecity  of  Herat  and  the  gardens  on
the  Seestan  road.
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Next  to  Herat  the  largest  towns  are  Korookh  and  Oobuh,  from

the  former  are  exported  large  quantities  of  raisins,  of  which  the

particular  sort  called  zubeeb  tayutee  is  also  excellent  at  Malun.

-  Kurookh  is  a  small  place  inhabited  by  a  Khowarej  population.

The  Musjed  is  located  in  the  quarter  belonging  to  the  Seyuds,  the

houses  are  of  unburnt  bricks,  the  place  itself  is  among  the  moun-

tains,  about  a  fursukh  square  filled  with  gardens,  running  water,

trees,  and  populous  villages.

Oobuh—the  population  is  of  the  established  Sonnee  sect,  the

place  is  about  the  size  of  Kurookh  with  gardens,  water  and  houses
of  unburnt  bricks.

Malun  is  smaller  than  Kurookh,  but  covered  with  gardens  con-

taining  water  and  plenty  of  grapes,  always  well  peopled.

Jusan  contains  few  trees  and  is  less  than  Malun  in  size,  the  peo-

ple  are  of  the  established  sect.

Serteyan,  the  population  is  Khowari,  the  place  less  in  size  than

Malun,  contains  water  and  a  few  gardens,  corn  being  more  culti-

vated  than  fruit,  as  the  situation  is  among  the  hills.

Marabad  is  a  place  less  than  Malun,  contains  many  gardens  and

much  water,  rice  is  exported  largely.

Pashtan  is  less  than  Malun,  much  grain  cultivation,  but  few  gar-

dens  exist,  although  water  is  plentiful.

Esfezar  contains  four  towns,  the  largest  being  Kowashan  which

is  less  in  size  than  Khorookh,  but  contains  many  gardens.  Kowazan,

Kooshuk,  Edreskun,  the  other  three  places,  are  nearly  equal  in  size,

with  water  and  gardens.

The  district  of  Esfezar  extends  about  four  marches  in  length  by

one  in  breadth,  it  is  highly  populous,  contains  but  little  level  land

and  has  one  difficult  pass  called  Kashkan,  this  is  inhabited  by  Kho-

warej  families—while  the  population  of  the  large  towns  is  of  the
established  sect.

PoosHung,  its  chief  towns  are  Khushruo  Gerd,  Berkurduh,  Koos-

weeyuh,  Koh.

Pooshung  is  the  largest  and  about  the  extent  of  half  Herat;  it

is  situated  ona  plain  distant  about  two  fursukhs  from  the  range

which  passes  Herat,  the  houses  are  level  constructed  much  as  those

of  Herat  ;  water  and  trees  are  plentiful,  one  species  called  the  Urur
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is  superior  to  that  produced  in  any  other  district  of  Khorasan,  and

is  exported  in  large  quantities.  The  water  is  supplied  from  the  Herat

rood,  ariver  which  flows  on  to  a  place  called  Surukhs,  unless  when  the

water  is  turned  off  below  that  place,  in  which  year  it  is  not  obtain-

able  so  low  down  its  bed.  Pooshung  is  surrounded  by  a  wall  and  a

ditch,  having  three  entrances.

The  Ulee  gate  on  the  Neeshapoor  road,  the  Herat  and  the  Kohes-

tan  on  their  respective  roads.

The  next  town  is  Koosweyuh,  in  size  about  one  third  of  Pooshung,

containing  water  and  a  few  gardens  with  houses  of  unburnt  brick.

Khusruo  Gerd  abounds  in  gardens  and  water  but  is  less  in  size

than  Koosweyuh—Berkurduh  is  still  smaller  with  some  water;  the

inhabitants  are  breeders  of  cattle  and  not  agriculturists.  Koh  is

equal  to  Berkurduh,  has  both  cultivation  and  irrigation.  }

BapdGuves,  contains  the  towns  of  Jubul-ul-fezut,  Koh,  Koghuna-

bad,  Best,  Jadoo,  Kaburoon,  Kalyoos,  Dehestan;  the  Sultan  resides

at  Koghunabad  ;  the  largest  and  most  populous  place  of  these  is

Dehestan  which  is  about  half  the  size  of  Pooshung,  with  houses

built  of  clay  ;  the  country  contains  much  lead.  The  town  is  among

the  hills  of  little  water  and  few  gardens  and  no  grapes,  its  cultiva-

tion  depends  on  rain,  similar  to  which  are  Koh  and  Jubul-ul-fezut  of

which  the  two  former  is  the  largest  place,  the  latter  is  on  a  hill

containing  mines  of  silver  not  worked  from  the  absence  of  fire  wood,

the  former,  Koh,  is  on  a  plain.

Koghunabad,  Best,  Jadoo  possess  gardens,  water  and  upland  cul-

tivation,  but  Kaburoon  and  Kalyoos  are  without  gardens  or  running

streams,  their  water  being  obtained  from  ponds  and  wells.  The

inhabitants  are  agriculturists  as  well  as  breeders  of  cattle.  Jubul-

ul-fezut  is  situated  on  the  road  leading  from  Herat  to  Surukhs.

The  population  of  Badghues  is  all  of  the  established  sonnee  sect,

except  that  of  Hujestan,  and  the  village  of  Uhmud  bin  Abdallah  who

are  all  Khowarej.
Guns  Rostaxk  is  a  district  of  which  Buen  is  a  town,  as  also  Kuef

and  Bugshoor,  the  Soltan  resides  at  Buen  which  is  the  largest  place

in  the  district  and  greater  than  Pooshung,  to  which  place  Bughshoor

is  about  equal;  Kuef  is  less  than  half  Bughshoor  ;  Buen  and  Kuef

possess  plenty  of  water,  gardens  and  grapes,  but  the  houses  are  of
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clay.  The  water  of  Bugshoor  is  from  ponds  and  wells,  the  place

being  situated  on  a  plain:  its  cultivation  is  small,  chiefly  upland  ;  but

the  situation  is  healthy  and  salubrious.  All  these  places  are  on  the
road  to  Mervrood.

MeERvRooD—one  of  the  towns  is  Kusre  Ukhnuf,  another  Duruh,

the  largest  being  Mervrood.  This  place  is  smaller  than  Pooshung,
it  has  the  advantage  of  a  large  river  which  flows  on  to  Merv-Sha-

jiehan  ;  on  the  river  are  many  gardens  containing  plenty  of  grapes,
the  air  and  soil  are  salubrious.

Kusre  Ukhnuf  is  situated  one  journey  on  the  road  to  Bulkh.

Duruh  is  on  the  road  to  Unbar  at  the  distance  of  four  fursukhs.

Kusre  Ukhnuf  abounds  in  water,  gardens,  grapes  and  fine  fruits.

Duruh  is  watered  by  the  Merv-rood  which  divides  the  town,  and  is

crossed  by  a  bridge:  it  abounds  in  gardens  of  grapes  and  fruits.
Mervrood  is  about  an  arrow’s  fight  from  the  river.  Talkan  is  about

the  size  of  Mervrood  with  running  water,  and  a  few  gardens,  its

houses  like  those  of  Mervrood  are  built  of  clay,  than  which  place
it  is  more  healthy.  ,

Mervrood  is  situated  at  a  distance  of  three  fursukhs  from  hills

to  the  west,  and  of  two  from  those  to  the  east.  Talkan  is  in  the
hills  and  has  villages  round  it.

-  Faryab—is  in  size  less  than  Talkan,  but  exceeds  it  in  water  and

gardens,  its  houses  are  built  of  clay.

Joozjan  is  the  name  of  a  district,  of  which  Yahoodeyah  is  a  town,

as  also  are  Shuburghan,  Undkhod,  Usluj,  Kundderem,  Unbar,  San.

Of  these  Unbar  is  the  largest,  being  more  extensive  than  Mervrood,
it  is  the  residence  of  the  Sultan  and  situated  among  the  hills—

having  gardens,  water  and  vines,  but  houses  of  clay.  Sanisa  place

of  no  extent,  with  gardens  and  water,  its  chief  fruits  are  walnuts,
being  among  the  hills.

Yahoodeyah  is  more  extensive  than  San,  but  of  the  same  descrip-
tion.  Kundderem  abounds  in  vines,  walnuts  and  water.  Shubur-

ghan  has  running  water,  agriculture  exceeds  horticulture,  but  it  is

of  greater  extent  than  Kundderem.  Murshan  equals  in  size  Ya-
hoodeyah.

Seerokh  is  a  town.  Undkhod  a  small  one  on  the  plains  having

seven  villages  attached  to  it,  containing  houses  of  the  Koord  popu-

¥
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lation,  who  are  breeders  of  cattle  and  camels,  and  also  they  manu-

facture  hair  numuds.  Khorasan  is  supplied  with  leather  from  the

districts  of  Joozjan,  which  are  also  very  fruitful.

Shuburghan  is  one  march  to  the  north  of  Unbar.  To  reach

Yahoodeyah  from  Shuburghan  it  is  necessary  to  go  to  Unbar,  thence

to  Yahoodeyah.  From  Shuburghan  to  Undkhod  two  marches  to  the

north.  From  Shuburghan  to  Kundderem,  four  marches,  viz.  three

to  the  river  and  one  march  beyond  it.

GHORJESTAN  or  GHORJULSHAR  has  two  towns,  Busheer  and  Soor-

meen,  both  equal  in  size,  but  neither  constitutes  the  residence  of  the

Sultan  ;  the  Shar  to  whom  this  kingdom  belongs,  resides  in  the  hills

at  a  place  called  Gungan,  the  country  has  water  and  gardens  in

plenty,  and  much  rice  is  exported  from  it.  Large  quantities  of  rai-

sins  are  produced  in  Soormeen.  Busheer  is  one  march  from  Duruh  of
Mervrood.

Mutlugh  is  an  arrow’s  flight  from  the  river  of  Mervrood  to  the

East.  From  Busheer  to  Soormeen  is  one  march  to  the  south  among
the  hills.

Ghoor  is  a  country  of  infidels,  which  I  include  in  the  country  of

Eslam,  because  there  live  some  Mohummudans  in  it.  The  country

is  one  of  springs,  gardens  and  rivers,  very  fertile.  ‘Towards  the  east

in  early  days  was  a  tribe  which  professed  Eslam,  but  were  not  Mo-
hummudans  in  heart.

Ghoor  is  bounded  by  the  districts  of  Herat,  Furruh,  Zumeenda-

wur,  the  Robat  Gorwan  in  the  country  of  Kureeghoon,  Ghorgestan,

back  to  Herat;  all  of  which  districts  are  inhabited  by  Mohummud-

ans,  hence  have  I  mentioned  Ghoor  as  in  the  very  centre  of  Eslam.

Surukhs  is  a  city  between  Neeshapoor  and  Merv—situated  on  a

level  plain  ;  river  water  only  reaches  it  in  particular  years,  and  is

not  permanent,  being  the  excess  of  the  water  of  the  Herat  river.

Its  cultivation  requires  no  irrigation.  The  city  is  about  half  the

size  of  Merv,  populous  and  salubrious,  the  neighbourhood  consists

chiefly  of  pasture-lands  round  a  few  villages,  the  main  wealth  being

camels.  The  town  is  a  centre  of  traffic  for  the  surrounding  dis-

tricts  of  Khorasan.  The  mills  are  turned  by  cattle,  the  water  being

from  wells  ;  the  houses  are  built  of  clay.

Nesa  is  a  town  equal  in  size  to  Surukhs,  cultivated,  irrigated  and
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having  plenty  of  gardens.  Water  runs  through  the  houses,  and  the

streets  are  clean.  Jt  has  many  large  thriving  villages,  being  situat-
ed  on  outskirts  of  the  mountains.

Furawuh  is  a  frontier  post  on  the  deserts  of  the  Ghoz  tribe  of

Torks  ;  it  is  separated  from  all  villages,  but  has  a  Jama-musjed,  and

is  the  station  for  a  guard  moving  to  a  great  distance  for  the  protec-

tion  of  the  people.  The  place  is  a  Robat  with  no  villages,  and  no

population  near  it.  A  spring  runs  through  the  place.  There  exist

neither  gardens  nor  cultivation,  except  a  little  pulse  on  the  spring.

The  guard  is  under  the  strength  of  one  thousand  men.

THE  Konestan  of  Khorasan  lies  near  the  desert  of  Fars,  there

is  no  town  of  the  name,  but  one  is  called  Kaen,  of  which  the  depen-

dencies  are  Jonabad,  Tubus  called  Geeluk,  Khoar,  Tubus  known  as
Museena.

Kaen  is  equal  in  size  to  Surukhs,  it  has  houses  of  clay,  with  a

citadel  surrounded  by  a  ditch,  also  a  Jama-musjed,  and  a  government-

house  in  the  citadel;  its  water  is  derived  from  springs,  with  a  few

gardens,  and  villages  far  separated,  the  climate  is  cold.

Tubus  is  inferior  to  Kaen  in  size,  the  temperature  is  warm  and

dates  appear  ;  the  place  is  surrounded  by  a  wall,  but  has  no  fort,  its

houses  are  of  clay  and  its  waters  derived  from  kareez;  its  dates

are  larger  than  those  of  Kaen.

Khoar  is  in  size  less  than  Tubus,  and  near  to  Khost.  The  Jama-

musjed  is  at  Khoar;  the  houses  are  of  clay  with  no  fortifications  or

fort.  The  gardens  are  few  and  water  from  kareez—indeed  the

want  of  water  is  excessive  ;  the  people  are  cattle-breeders,  the  place

being  situated  on  the  borders  of  the  desert  with  no  gardens.

Jonabad  is  greater  than  Khoar—the  houses  are  of  clay—villages

and  gardens  exist  with  water  from  kareez.  Tubus  Geeluk  is  larger

than  Jonabad,  there  is  water  from  kareez,  and  villages  and  gardens,

and  houses  of  clay.  There  exist  the  remains  of  an  old  fortification

now  in  ruins,  but  a  fort  is  standing.  Dates  are  found  in  Kohestan,

Tubus,  and  those  places  which  I  have  mentioned  as  of  cold  climate.

I  have  well  examined  all  of  them.  The  population  is  scanty  as  in
other  parts  of  Khorasan.  On  the  confines  of  the  district  is  a  desert

inhabited  by  Koords,  who  are  breeders  of  cattle,  as  camels  and  sheep.

On  the  boundaries  towards  Neeshapoor  is  found  an  earth  which  is

exported  for  use,  but  not  for  food  to  distant  countries.

v2
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I  know  of  no  large  rivers  in  the  Kohestan;  they  manufacture  a

species  of  earthen-ware  which  is  taken  to  other  places;  also  cloth
of  silk  and  cotton  mixed,  also  much  thread—but  nothing  else  of

value.

Butxu,  to  which  belong  Tokharestan,  Khotul,  Punjheer,  Budukh-

shan,  Bameeyan.

Tokharestan  contains  Kholum,  Sumunjan,  Bughlan,  Sukulkund,

Wurwageer,  Urhun,  Raween,  Talkan,  Eshkemesh,  Zuwa,  Serae  Asem,

Chesht,  Indurab,  Muzur,  Gah.

Khotul  contains  Holawerd  and  Lawakund,  towns  of  Wukhsh,

Karteel,  Ulyan,  Huleel,  Sekundurah,  Meel,  Undecharagh,  Roostak

Neel,  sometimes  Khotul  is  joined  to  the  districts  of  Mawazlnuhr.

-Bameeyan  contains  Bameeyan,  Lushghorkund,  Segawund,  Kabul,

Nujruo,  Perwan,  Ghuznee,  Punjheer.

Budukhshan  has  a  capital  of  the  same  name  and  is  the  country  of

Abu  ul  Futuh.

Bulkh  lies  on  a  plain  about  four  fursukhs  from  the  nearest  hills

called  the  Guz.  The  city  has  walls  and  ramparts  with  a  Musjed  ul

Jama  in  the  centre  of  the  city  surrounded  by  bazars,  between  which

live  the  people.  The  length  of  the  city  is  about  half  a  fursukh,  the

houses  are  of  clay.  The  gateways  are  called  Nuo  Bahar,  Rukhnuh,

Hudeed,  Hindoo,  Yuhyood,  Shustbund,  Yuhya.  A  canal  called

Rohaneen  enters  the  ramparts  at  the  Nuo  Bahar  gateway:  it  is

capable  of  turning  ten  mills,  and  irrigates  as  far  as  the  village  called

Seyahgerd.
The  gateways  are  surrounded  by  gardens  and  vineyards,  the  walls

have  no  ditch  and  are  built  of  clay.

Tokharestan;  the  largest  place  is  Talkan,  situated  on  a  plain  at

an  arrow’s  flight  from  the  hills,  it  possesses  a  large  canal  with  gardens

and  vineyards,  being  about  one-third  the  size  of  Bulkh  ;  next  in  extent

is  Wurwageer  and  then  Indurab  which  is  situated  in  a  gorge  of  the

hills;  it  is  a  mart  for  the  silver  found  in  the  mines  of  Jaryanuh  and

Punjheér  ;  two  rivers  flow  in  this  district  called  the  Indurab  and
Kasan;  vines  and  fruit-trees  are  plentiful.  All  the  other  places  of
Tokharestan  are  much  of  the  same  magnitude,  but  all  less  than

Talkan.  Wurwageer  and  Indurab  are  at  the  heads  of  springs  con-

taining  fruit-trees,  much  cultivation,  and  a  large  population.
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The  towns  of  Khotul  are  all  well  supplied  with  springs,  trees

and  population,  they  are  all  situated  on  plains,  except  Sekundurah.

The  Jubal  or  hill-districts  of  Khotul  are  all  mountainous,  except
about  Wukhsh.

The  large  towns  of  Khotul  are  Meei,  Ulyan,  Huleel;  the  Sultan

resides  at  the  last  named  place.  Khotul  is  situated  between  the

streams  Wukhsh  and  the  river  of  Budukshan,  which  is  also  called

Khurab.  Near  this  district  flow  many  streams  which  all  unite  a

little  above  Termez  near  Kobadeyan  and  form  the  great  river  called
Juehoon.

Meel  is  about  the  size  of  Indurabuh,  Huleel  less—the  houses  of

both  are  built  of  clay,  but  the  walls  of  Meel  are  of  stone  and  mortar.

Two  districts  of  the  Kafirs  called  Wukhan  and  Gharan  are  adjoining.

Budukshan  is  less  than  Meel  in  size,  it  has  many  villages,  vine-

yards,  a  large  population  and  cultivation  with  plenty  of  water,—being

situated  on  the  river  Khurab  flowing  to  the  West.  Khotul  exports
large  numbers  of  cattle;  and  produces  abundance  of  lapis  lazuli  and

rubies  from  mines  in  the  hills.  Musk  is  imported  by  the  road  of
Wakhan  from  Tubbut.

Punjheer  is  a  place  in  the  hills  inhabited  by  ten  thousand  men

chiefly  robbers  and  thieves.  There  are  streams  and  gardens  but  no
cultivation.

Jaryanuh  is  a  smaller  place  than  Punjheer,—both  contain  mines

of  silver  and  houses  for  the  men  employed  in  the  mines,  they  have

no  gardens  or  cultivation.  The  river  of  Punjheer  runs  through  the

district  of  that  name,  then  flows  into  Jaryanuh,  and  passing  Perwan,
enters  India.

Bameeyan,  its  city  is  about  half  the  size  of  Bulkh.  This  district

is  called  Sheer  Bameeyan;  the  town  is  without  walls  built  on  a  hill,

a  rivulet  flows  through  it  into  Ghorgestan—fruits  are  imported,  it

having  no  gardens.  There  is  no  town  near  at  hand  situated  on  the

hills  except  Bameeyan.

GuzyzE  has  no  gardens  but  a  stream  flows  near  it;  none  of  the

places  under  Bulkh  are  more  rich  or  more  commercial  than  Guzuee,
which  is  a  mart  of  India.

Kaxut  has  a  strong  fort  of  one  entrance,  in  which  reside  Mohum-

madans  ;  with  suburbs  in  which  reside  Hindoos.  It  is  settled,  that
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the  king  has  no  right  to  the  kingdom  unless  he  is  residing  at  Kabul
on  attaining  it—should  he  be  at  a  distance,  he  does  not  obtain  the

power  until  returning  to  Kabul.  This  city  is  also  a  grand  emporium

of  Indian  produce.  Bulkh  produces  the  Bactrian  camel,  superior  to

those  of  any  other  district,  also  oranges,  water-lilies  and  sugar-cane,

which  are  products  of  warm  climates,  but  no  dates.  Snow  fallsin  the

neighbourhood.  Nugruo,  Segawund  and  Kabul  are  warm  climates

but  still  produce  no  dates.

GHooR  is  surrounded  on  all  sides  by  Mohummudan  countries,  but

the  inhabitants  are  infidels,  except  a  few  who  pass  for  Mohummudans.

The  country  is  of  mountains;  their  language  is  different  from

the  Persian  language;  the  earth  is  fruitful  in  crops,  cattle  and

flocks.  J  have  admitted  it  into  Khorasan,  because  it  is  surrounded

on  three  sides  by  this  country,  one  boundary  is  Seestan.
Most  of  the  slaves  from  Ghoor  are  carried  to  Herat  or  Seestan

or  in  those  directions.  At  the  back  of  Ghoor,  stretches  a  range  of

mountains  reaching  to  Bameeyan,  Punjheer  and  Wakhan.

It  then  passes  into  Mawazolnuhr  crossing  Sar  and  Shash,  and  con-

cluding  in  the  country  of  the  Khurgheez.

This  range  from  beginning  to  end  contains  mines  of  silver  and  of

lead.  The  most  pure  comes  from  the  country  of  the  Kherkheez,

Ferghanah  and  Shash;  but  the  best  obtainable  in  Mohummudan

countries  is  from  Punjheer  and  its  dependencies.

I  will  sketch  the  banks  of  the  Juehoon  and  Kharism  in  my  ac-
count  of  Mawazolnuhr.

Amol  and  Zum  are  two  places  of  equal  size  on  the  banks  of  the

Juehoon,  having  running  water,  gardens  and  cultivation.  Amol  is

the  point  of  meeting  of  the  various  roads  from  Khorasan.  Zum  is

less  populous  than  Amol,  it  is  also  a  well  known  ferry.  These  places

are  surrounded  by  the  desert  which  extends  from  Bulkh  to  the  sea

of  Kharism—the  soil  is  chiefly  sandy,  with  no  springs,  only  a  few

ponds  and  wells  for  water  and  pasture-lands.  This  desert  reaches

back  to  Merv  from  Amol.  A  similar  one  also  separates  these  dis-
tricts  from  Kharism  and  the  countries  of  the  Ghoz  tribes.  Wells

are  dug  and  much  cattle  are  produced,  but  the  best  breed  of  camels

in  Khorasan  is  from  Surukhs  and  Bulkh.  The  sheep  are  mostly

imported  from  the  Ghoz  districts,  from  Ghoor  and  from  Khulyj.
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In  Khorasan  are  found  abundance  of  cattle,  slaves,  food,  clothing

and  all  that  is  necessary  for  man.

From  Koomis  the  first  district  of

To  the  banks  of  the  Juchoon,

Esferayun  the  second  dis-

trict  of  Neeshapoor,  ...

PO  ORIAT  (lage  uphcmmvcty.'s

Neeshapoor

Neeshapoor

Neeshapoor

Boozjan

Pooshunj
Herat

Esfezar

Duruh

Esferayun

Neeshapoor

Neeshapoor
Nesa

Neeshapoor
Kaen

Merv

Merv
Merv

Abeewurd

Herat

Herat

Bulkh

Bulkh  .

Bulkh

Bulkh

Bameeyan
Bulkh

Bulkh

93

9)

99

99

99

bP)

2)

2)

9?

99

99

99

9)

9?

99

39

99

99

7)

9)

99

99

9)

99

Pace.  :
Herat,  .
Haak

Duruh,  the  last  sia  of

Herat,  .

Seestan,

Marches.

Pane

Bi  ie  ai  ese

Toos,

Nesa,

Bhutan  ay  cence  eels

Kaen  of  Kohestan,.........

eras  :23.vasiciec  hs

Mervrood, eessceerveet er 2004880
Plerabs  2255.45

Abeewurd, @eeeveersens0ere0008
ING  sai  listec  yt,
Mervrood  ontheBulkeh  oF

Surukhs,  ...

Mervrood,
ecoreeeeee 2 ee280 08

the  border  of  the  ewe  a

Termez,

1 Of 0b0a 02) 010): Se a ne

DAMCCy aT, ptt sals late tedens

Guznee,  ...

,,  Budukshan
eon etcosoereseeceesee sae

prerreercscvervcecves
,,  the  border  of  the  desert

on  the  road  to  Khotul

at  a  place  called  Eeluh,

23

COS ek OH
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Khorasan  extends  in  latitude  from  Budukshan  lying  on  the  Jue-
hoon  to  the  lake  of  Kharism.

From  Budukshan  To  Termez  on  the  river,  ......  13

»   Lermez  oy  ALATA  3  oes  8k  sion  ee  5

5  Fain  y  tAmols:  isi):  lk  4A

5,  Amol  »,  the  capital  of  Kharism,...  13

»  Lhe  capital  ,,  the  lake  of  Kharism,  ......  6

I  have  thus  stated  the  distances  between  the  well  known  cities,

I  now  proceed  to  the  towns  situated  in  each  district.

99

N&EESHAPOOR.

Neeshapoor  5»  BOORIAN,  i.  ..3.0:h..  eee,  et

Boozjan  »,  Malun  called  Kisrajerd  on
the  left  of  the  road  from

Herat  to  Neeshapoor,...  1

Malun  »»  khaemun,  -...Leeeee  1

Khaemun  5)  Sagan)’  2...  eee.  1

Sungan  »  JOnabad,:...2.  cig  seeeeere.  Lal?

J  onabad.  jy  Migtem,”  4.0.0.  care  2

Suloomul  is  situated  two  days  to  the  left  of  Sungan,  ......  2

Suloomul  jy  RLOOZabyey:  .....ce  eee

Zoozan  5,  Kaen,  6  oo...  2..  Ee  lS

Neeshapoor  9)  PeBREET,  osc  cse  coe  seeie.  4

Tersheez  5  umd,  2...  eee  ed

Kunduz  »  Jonatad,.......  Jee  2

Jonabad  57  (K@CBES  w.hiets  asc  ee  2

Neeshapoor  >  schushruogerd,  s«..dee.  A

Subzwar  is  two  fursukh  from  Khusruogerd.

Khusruogerd  »  Bubmmmabad,  .:.  5/9  long  1
Buhmunabad  ,»,  Moobedan  on  the  road  to

Koomis  fursukh,..........  1

Neeshapoor,  5)  SUWANL,  2  ...00'es  ee  1

Janruwan,  ,»  Diehtian,  \  as  ..1  nee  ee

Mehrjan  jp  BTeRAyUN,.:  ..:.....:..0eeeeeneee  2

Bubmunabad  sp  AUZAOWATS  's0:3\...'c  bade  eee  1

Azadwar  wee  waAduh,  ..o.L  eee  1

Reewaduh  Mehran,  ...:.  32.  ae  2
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Merv.

From  Merv  To  Keshmehun,  ......  march  1

yi  Keshmehun  ,  »  Hormuz-Kuruh,  near  it,  is

the  road  leading  over

the  desert  to  Kharism,

PUPAE  KI  cow  saet  ee  ete  1
Pashtan  lies  in  front  of  Hormuz-Kuruh  at  a  fursukh  from  the

road.  Seenuj  is  situated  one  march  from  the  city  between  the  grand

road,  and  the  Surukhs  road.  Khuzukh  is  a  place  six  fursukhs  from

the  city,  one  fursukh  in  front  of  Zoruk  on  the  desert.

Mervzum  is  situated  four  fursukhs  from  the  city  on  the  desert.

Dundafkun  is  one  march  from  the  city  on  the  road  to  Surukhs.
Kurshee  lies  four  marches  from  Merv  on  the  desert.

Khuruk,  three  fursukhs  from  the  city  between  the  road  to  Surukhs
and  Abewurd.

Shooshukan  lies  at  a  distance  of  a  fursukh  from  Khuruk.

HERAT.

From  Herat  °  To  Esfezar,  contains  4  places

already  mentioned,  each
less  than  one  march  in

(S50)  0  LT  ee  eee  te  eee  3

eo  dterat  NTO  yy  APES  a  a  ee  ali  =

»  Herat  PRED  ANY  5  AA  Rad  IS  3  3

»  Herat  A  Poesia).  OAPI  se  sk:  wd

»   Pooshung  »  Koh,  two  fursukhs  on  the

left  of  the  Neeshapoor

TORI  ON  oe  MEL  Up  2  aera  a  4,

»  Pooshung  a  UEP  eas  ate  A  2

»   Burkurduh  »  Khushruogerd,  2

»  Khushruogerd  Ey  OGURA  ee  LL  e  SL  ca  1

3  Herat  wn  Pabhtanvot  deraty  0062.  4

»  Pashtan  jp  usa  alee.  io.  do  basyl)  1

»  susan  »  Serbeeyan,  ...  yey  1

»  Serteyan  jj  Mara  bady:  nobis  .wie  easy  1

»  Marabad  4  Molrtbyytiy  wid.  We  easy  1
»  Oobuh  »,  Chesht,  2
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From  Chesht  the  country  of  Ghoor  commences.

,  Herat  yy  LOT  ae:  «4  Soe  eae  ecw  hee

»  Buenuh  jy  SRE,  2s  ee  1

»  Kuef  33)  Bugshoor,  \i.csccomaaeseennen  eb

BuLKuH.

»  bulkh  5)  HOMME,  te  eemenace  eee  ss  2

»  Kholum  5,  Wurwageer,,  "0.  Jem.  na,  Wie

»,  Wurwageer  ye  Dalkany  333).  seeds  2

»  Talkan  »)  Budukshan,  cave  eae  7

»  Kholum,  s  .OUMUBIAN,?  5c  alee  soe  2

»  Sumunjan  9§:q  LAUELIUPED),   sin,  rn  civeg  Coe  eeCemEN  ES

»  Endurabuh  4)  PAPVeNI,®  oo  ee  eee  2  3

»  daryanuh  ge  EMO  TOGY,  5  gaseous  tae

»,  Punjheer  yy)  COU  WANS.  clon  coisas  os  2

»  Dulkh  j  Duglan,:  ...:.0)  eee  arn  6

Two  marches  to  Sumunjan  then  Bughlan,  .......................  2

»   Bulkh,  »  jp  eas”  oe  2

»  Mudur  59  REIN,  cos  cc  sone  vee  Cena  REC  a  Mee

»  Kah  »»  DaMmeyan,...\  cco

»  Bulkh  »»  HSouboorgan,,...2.  arenes.)  es

»»  Shuboorgan  55  Pakyab,  &:....ctesedemeeeese  ces

»  Faryab  oy  PaCS  oo  2  Ss  aeons  nee

»  Jlalkan  53.  Mlervrood,  ©...)  see.  3
|  KoHESTAN,

»  Kaen  »)  LOCA,  .  6.2...  oceans  3

»  Kaen  »»  Lubbus  Meseena,  .........  2

»,  Kaen  9  MOORS  7.2.  AOS  ae

»,  Koor  »,  Khoost,............fursukhs  2

»  Kaen  See  U0)  300  a  marches  3

NOTES.

NEESHAPOOR.

The  glory  of  Neeshapoor  must  indeed  have  faded  away.  Accord-

ing  to  Fraser,  hardly  a  trace  remains  of  the  various  neighbouring

cities  passing  under  this  name,  unless  perhaps  mounds  of  debris  with
two  shrines  of  Mohummudan  saints  can  be  so  termed.  The  trade

has  entirely  vanished,  and  now  consists  in  the  traffic  of  the  turquoise
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found  in  the  mines—the  circuit  of  the  present  wall  is  4000  paces,

the  population  under  20,000  souls,  the  entire  revenue  being  estimat-
ed  at  a  lac  of  Tomans.

In  the  Nozhut-ul-Koloob  it  is  stated,  that  Shahpoor  ben  Ardesheer

in  renovating  this  city  carried  on  the  ancient  custom  of  laying  out

cities  on  the  form  of  some  animal,  or  visible  article  ;  in  this  case,  the

squares  of  the  chess-board  were  adopted.  Bulk  subsequently  as-

sumed  the  position  of  capital  of  Khorasan,  until  Omur  ben  Lues

restored  this  dignity  to  Neeshapoor.  One  of  the  numerous  new  cities

had  the  name  of  Shadbagh—it  was  destroyed  by  an  earthquake  in

A.  H.  679,  after  this  arose  the  present  town  which  has  been  absorb-

‘ed  in  the  modern  Mushud.  Every  book  contains  long  descriptions

of  the  beauties  and  delights  of  the  springs  and  gardens  of  Neesha-

poor.

Boozjan  or.  Boochgan,  on  the  high  road  to  Herat  at  a  distance  of

38  fursukhs  from  Neeshapoor  according  to  the  Nozhut-ul-Koloob.

The  Bezk  of  Burne’s  map  (?)  also  noted  as  a  district  of  Jam.  Four

roads  take  off  from  this  place  ;  to  Herat,  Kaen,  Surukhs,  and  Bakhurz.

Khaemund,  doubtful.  Burne’s  Map  exhibits  Kahmah  near  the

required  position.

Suloomul  doubtful.  Salama  of  the  Maps?  |

Sungan.  Sungoon  of  the  Maps—mentioned  by  Christie,  a  place
in  Zawuh.

Zoozan  is  noted  on  Burne’s  Map,  but  too  far  to  the  north  of  the

position  required.  The  interpolation  of  places  by  correct  European

latitudes  and  longitudes,  among  locations  from  native  authorities

has  this  effect  of  transposing  positions.  All  places  connected,  re-

quire  to  be  reduced  in  the  same  ratio  of  the  newly  determined

place.

Tersheez  was  visited  by  Forster,  who  says  the  old  capital  was

ealled  Sultan  Abad,  of  small  compass  surrounded  by  a  wall.

Dure  Mushkan,  a  fort  of  this  name  between  Neeshapoor  and
Subzwar  is  mentioned  in  the  Nadir  Namuh.

Azadwar  is  noted  as  eight  fursukhs  from  Jajerm,  the  first  march

on  the  road  to  Neeshapoor.

Khushruogerd  is  noticed  by  Fraser,  a  fort  of  great  antiquity  with

delapidated  minars  and  extensive  ruins.
A 2
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Buhmunabad  Map.

Muzneyan,  Muzeenoon  of  Fraser,  a  place  surrounded  by  extensive
ruins.

Subzwar  is  the  central  town  of  a  district  known  as  Beehuk  ;  found

by  Fraser  a  field  of  ruins,  with  the  tombs  of  several  saints  of  Eslam

alone  preserved,  said  to  have  been  built  by  Sasan  ben  Buhman.

Rtewaduh,  probably  the  Rewat  of  the  Maps.

Esfurayun,  a  district  thirty.or  forty  miles  N.  E.  of  Subzwar,  both
names  are  now  used  in  common.  The  Nozhut-ul-Koloob  mentions  a

large  stone  vase  of  four  yards  in  diameter  as  a  curiosity.

Khuer  Khan  very  doubtful,  unless  it  be  Khur  or  Khuer  Shah

twenty  miles  from  Azadwar  on  the  road  to  Neeshapoor,  a  place  of

the  district  of  Joweeruh  once  a  portion  of  Beehuk.
Zurmuluh  unknown  and  doubtful.

Toos,  is  recorded  by  Fraser  as  exhibiting  a  large  area  of  debris

surrounded  by  walls  yet  standing.  The  name  and  indeed  the  city  are

ascribed  to  Toos  ben  Nuozur.  This  city  has  been  ever  celebrated

as  the  birth  or  resting-place  of  men  of  talents  or  of  piety.  The

poet  Ferdousee,  and  numerous  Mohummudan  saints  are  buried
within  its  walls.

Radgan  seen  by  Fraser  about  forty-three  miles  W.  by  N.  of
Mushud.

Taburoon,  Burooghoor,  Nookan,  Sunabad.—The  modern  town  of

Mushud,  now  a  place  of  pilgrimage,  has  entirely  arisen  on  the  pro-

ceeds  of  the  shrine;  it  must  occupy  the  position  of  the  Sunabad

mentioned,  the  little  detail  given  by  our  author  of  the  shrine  with

the  absence  of  all  mention  of  the  tomb  of  Ferdousee  at  Toos,  point

to  a  date  prior  to  which  the  work  must  have  been  written.
Merv.

We  have  some  account  of  this  place  in  the  travels  of  Sir  Alexan-

der  Burnes  and  party.  They  arrived  at  the  river  thirty  miles  below

the  city  ‘and  found  ita  fine  stream,  eighty  yards  wide,  five  feet  deep.

The  country  between  the  Oxus  and  this  point  having  been  a  dry

arid  plain.  But  round  the  town  of  Merv  were  scattered  for  miles

the  remains  of  ancient  forts  and  villages,  with  the  marks  of  exten-

sive  cultivation;  when  this  existed,  the  waters  of  the  river  were

nearly  exhausted  for  irrigation.  The  houses  of  the  villages  and
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towns  were  all  of  un-burnt  bricks,  the  population  resided  chiefly
in  black  felt  tents;  a  few  families  of  Jews  were  found  in  several  of  —

the  larger  places.

The  country  continued  to  rise  in  level  from  the  Oxus  until  reach-

ing  Surukhs—a  ruined  town  of  mud  houses  under  a  fort  ona  hil-

lock  of  no  importance.  The  population  had  changed  from  the  fixed

habits  of  towns  to  the  wandering  propensities  of  the  tents.  The

distance  was  calculated  as  125  miles  from  the  Charjoee  ferry  of  the

Oxus  to  Merv,  and  68  thence  to  Surukhs.  The  waters  of  Surukhs

are  from  a  river  called  Tejend,  rising  in  the  hills  lying  to  the  North

of  Neeshapoor  and  hence  unlikely  to  be  joined  by  a  river  like  the

Hureerood  coming  from  the  opposite  direction  on  the  South  side  of

the  range.  The  lands  about  Surukhs  were  considered  to  be  fertile

to  an  extraordinary  degree:  the  place  was  able  to  send  forth  4000

horsemen.  All  the  splendour  narrated  by  our  Arabian  author  had
disappeared  before  the  ravages  of  the  contending  Tatar  and  Tork

tribes.  The  clay-built  houses  had  melted  away  under  snow  and  rain,

the  canals  were  choked  up,  the  fields  affording  precarious  subsistence

to  wandering  hordes  of  Toorcomun  robbers.  From  Surukhs  to  Mu-

shud  was  considered  64  miles.  Capt.  Abbott  gives  to  the  lands  of

Merv  2,400  square  miles,  a  population  of  60,000  Toorkoman  families,

paying  two  lacs  of  rupees  per  annum,  revenue.

Kurshee,  is  here  distinguished  from  the  Kurshee  of  Bokhara  and

is  given  in  the  Nozhut-ul-Koloob  as  four  marches  or  twenty-five
fursukhs  from  Merv.

Walee  Maoonuh.  The  only  point  of  comparison  I  can  reach  is

this—on  the  Huj  road  to  Mecca  exists  a  celebrated  well,  called  the

Bere  Maoonuh,  on  the  waters  of  which  the  pilgrims  much  depend,

hence  the  Meerab  or  Canal  Master  of  Merv  may  be  considered  as

of  equal  importance  to  the  owner  of  this  well.

Arched  Room.—This  place  is  mentioned  in  the  Nozhut-ul-Koloob.

Mamoon.—Merv  was  also  the  capital,  subsequently,  of  the  Seljook

dynasty.

Surukhs  is  given  in  the  Nozhut-ol-Koloob  as  founded  by  Afraseyab,

and-  watered  by  a  continuation  of  the  rivers,  both  of  Herat  and

Toos.  The  extraordinary  fecundity  of  the  soil  is  extolled,  that  one

mun  would  return  one  hundred  muns,  and  either  from  the  roots  or
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the  scattered  seed,  thirty  more  could  be  collected  in  the  following

season.
HERAT.

The  city  has  been  altered  since  this  description  was  written,  the

names  of  the  gates,  of  the  canals,  and  of  the  villages  given  in  the

translation  are  such  as  I  believe  to  be  intended  and  to  be  correct,

I  have  compared  them  with  the  names  given  in  many  books.  Mara-

bad  is  the  Marwan  of  the  Map.

Esfezar—Arthur  Conolly  mentions  Kooshuk  as  a  small  fort

situated  in  a  fertile  plain  of  twenty  miles  in  breadth.
Subzwar  is  a  town  of  one  thousand  houses.

Pooshung  was  the  capital  of  the  family  of  Taher,  which  for

several  generations  was  all-powerful  in  Khorasan.  The  Nozhut-ul-

Koloob  contains  Kooswee,  Khushruogird,  and  Burooh  as  its  sub-

divisions,  the  second  I  adopt  and  the  latter  may  have  connection
with  Burkurduh.  But  Mohun  Lal  mentions  Furuhabad  to  the

South  of  Khaff,  which  is  about  the  requisite  position,  and  points  to

Furuhgerd  as  the  correct  reading,  perhaps  Ferhadgerd.

Kooswee  was  passed  by  Arthur  Conolly  in  ruins,  at  seventy  miles

from  Herat.  It  was  once  a  place  of  importance  and  stood  a  long

siege  from  Jungeez  Khan.

Urur,  one  dictionary  offers  the  Surv  or  cypress-tree  for  this  word.

Hureerood,  it  appears  to  be  settled,  that  this  river  does  not  run

so  far  as  to  reach  Surukhs;  and  its  junction  with  the  Tajend  to  be

a  misconception,  or  at  any  rate  doubtful,  as  the  country  rises  from
Herat  towards  Mushud.  )

Badghues—the  readings  with  the  exception  of  Koh  are  nearly  all

confirmed  by  the  Nozhut-ul-Koloob.  The  district  is  an  extensive  one
to  the  North  of  Herat.

Hujestan  is  noted  in  a  history  of  Herat.

Gunjrostak  appears  to  form  a  large  division  of  country  lying

between  Badghues  and  the  Moorghab  river.

Bughshoor.—The  Nozhut-ul-Kolook  has  Buhreshoor  in  the  required

position—which  is  about  the  Awsharuh  of  Wyld’s  map.  Native

authority  is  in  favour  of  Bughshoor—I  incline  to  Buhreshoor.
Buen  and  Kuef  are  unknown.

Mzrvroop  appears  never  to  have  been  visited,  hence  many  of  the
subdivisions  cannot  be  identified.
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Ukhnuf  bin  Kues—a  celebrated  Arab  leader  of  early  period,  the

place  is  identified  in  the  Nozhut-ul-Koloob  at  three  fursukhs  from
Mervrood.

Talkan  lies  18  fursukhs  east  of  Merv,  yet  this  meanly  mentioned

place  took  the  entire  army  of  Jungeez  Khan  seven  months  to

capture.
Faryab  stands  at  40  fursukhs  East  of  Merv  on  the  Bulkh  road.

JoozJAN  is  a  large  district  between  Merv-road  and  Bulk  round
Muemoonuh  as  a  centre.

Unbar,  we  have  a  place  in  Ezzut  Allah,  and  on  the  maps,  and

constantly  mentioned  by  horse-dealers,  Ulmar,  which  may  be  the

Unbar  indicated  by  the  text;  and  the  Humber  of  Wyld’s  map.

Yahoodeyuh,  a  large  body  of  Jews  are  known  to  have  accompanied

the  armies  of  Seleucus,  and  to  have  been  settled  near  Mery;  this

Yahoodeyuh  may  constitute  their  location.

GHORGESTAN  ;  it  was  a  most  difficult  affair  to  reach  the  meaning

of  this  sentence,  but  I  find  it  mentioned  in  the  fourth  volume  of  the

Roozut-ul-sufa  that  the  people  of  Ghorgestan  called  their  kings,

Shar,  even  as  Torks  use  Khan,  and  Hindus  Rae.  I  can  offer  no

confirmations  of  my  readings,  except  that  Wyld’s  map  contains  a

place  called  Soormeen  though  not  quite  in  the  position  required.

Nesa,  Furawuh,  are  known  by  name  but  not  identified.

Konestan.—Jonabad,  is  the  Arabised  form  of  Goonabad,  a  town

said  to  have  been  constructed  by  a  son  of  Goodurz.  It  is  defended

by  a  fort  on  an  eminence!

Tubus  called  Geeluk  appears  to  be  the  Tubus  of  Wyld’s  map  to

the  West  of  Kaen,  it  is  said  in  the  Nozhut-ul-Koloob  to  be  seven  days’

march  from  Yezd,  a  distance  which  Captain  Christie  covered  in  that

time,  and  calls  about  145  miles—this  traveller  skirted  the  district  of

Kohestan,  and  indicates  the  want  of  water,  the  deserts  of  sand,  but

no  absolute  deficiency  of  supplies.

Kaen  is  put  down  as  a  large  city  of  a  warm  climate,  and  very

fruitful,  in  Lat.  33°  40’;  the  inhabitants  are  very  warlike  and  possess-

ing,  each  man,  instruments  of  war.

A  more  modern  work  gives  the  subdivisions  of  Kohestan  as  Choon,

Toon,  Tubus,  Dushtebeyaz,  Neyarjan,  Moomenabad,  Shakhuen,

Jonabad,  Zeerkoh,  Peeshawur.
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This  district  became  the  centre  of  the  noted  sect  or  tribe  of

Esmaeeluh  or  Mulaheduh;  the  assassins  of  European  story.

BULKH.

Bulkh  is  considered  to  be  the  capital  of  the  ancient  Bactria.  In

Moslem  history,  this  city  has  ever  been  highly  celebrated,  even

called  the  Paradise  of  the  world.  The  old  ramparts  and  castle,  went

by  the  name  of  the  Hindoo  fort,  it  was  destroyed  by  Ukhnuf  ben  Kues,

a  new  city  then  arose  under  the  order  of  Aboo-Moslem  the  gover-

nor  of  Khorasan.  On  the  high  road  of  contending  armies,  its  vicissi-

tudes  have  been  numerous;  it  now  lies  under  the  ban  of  “ruin  and

decay  with  no  remains  of  interest  beyond  its  name.”  The  numerous

gates  mentioned,  will  be  of  the  fort  and  of  the  town.  The  designation

to  the  hills  of  Koo,  is  a  fragment  probably  of  Hindoo  Koosh—or

may  be  Gor  or  Guz  the  last  I  take  as  the  valley  of  the  Bulkhab  is
called  Guz.

Sumungan,  according  to  Moorcroft  is  now  designated  Uebuk—

“the  first  view  of  Uebuk  was  rather  imposing,  presenting  a  castle

on  an  insulated  eminence’’—it  proved  to  be  in  ruins,  but  to  possess

some  claims  indicative  of  its  antiquity.

Wurwageer  is  doubtful,  by  the  distance  and  bearing,  it  would  fall

near  the  position  of  the  modern  Kundooz  in  the  direct  line  from
Bulkh  to  Budukshan.

Shuboorgan  is  mentioned  by  Marco  Polo.

Wukhsh,  the  arch  type  of  Oxus  is  apparently  beyond  the  river  of

that  name,  lying  N.  W.  from  the  stream  at  no  great  distance.

Khotul—The  Khotlan  of  the  maps,  is  a  large  district  lying  on  the

bend  of  the  Oxus  above  Budukshan,  near  the  spot  marked  Durwaz
-—the  town  ofthe  name  is  mentioned  in  the  Nozhut-ul-Koloob  as  an

important  place  but  in  ruins.

Khuryab  has  a  local  authority  attached,  as  Khurgeez  the  wander-

ing  tribes  of  the  steppes  of  the  Poshte  Khur  of  the  Pameer  range.
Budukshan  is  a  well  understood  district,  the  Balashan  of  Marco

Polo.

Talkan  is  “  a  small  place  under  a  fort  of  no  importance,”  perhaps
four  hundred  houses.

Eshkemesh  is  probably  the  Scassem  of  |  Polo,  but  Wood  places  an
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Eshkashem  to  the  East  of  Fuezabad,  which  better  answers  the  posi-

tion  required  by  the  Venetian.

Budukshan  town,  according  to  Wood,  “hardly  a  vestige  remains

of  the  modern  capital,  Fuezabad’”’  which  once  occupied  a  commanding

position  on  the  left  bank  of  the  Koksha  or  Khur  river.  |

Wakan  is  clearly  the  Vokan  of  Polo,  whose  description  is  most

wonderfully  authenticated  at  a  distance  of  six  centuries  by  the

highly  interesting  narrative  of  Capt.  Wood  of  the  Indian  Navy—

a  companion  of  Burnes.

Gharan  is  mentioned  by  Wood  as  the  district  of  the  ruby  mines,

which  are  located  on  the  South  face  of  the  mountains  of  Shughnoon,

the  Sikinan  of  Polo  who  also  notices  the  same  fact.

Rubies.—Budukshan  has  ever  been  celebrated  for  the  rubies  and

lapis  lazuli  of  its  mines.

Jaryanuh—I  adopt  in  preference  to  Haryanuh,  on  the  authority

of  Wood,  who  mentions  the  district  and  village  of  I-angheran  at  the

South  end  of  the  Perwan  and  Punjheer  valleys.  |

Punjheer,  exactly  as  described  by  Wood,  and  has  not  improved

since  the  days  of  our  Arabian  author,  except  perhaps  in  population,

as  the  former  gentleman  considers  the  valley  could  turn  out  10,000

armed  men.  The  fort  of  Khawak  captured  by  Timoor  is  situated

near  the  top  of  the  pass.

Bameeyan.—The  reader  is  rather  surprised  to  find  no  mention  of
the  celebrated  idols  cut  in  the  hill-side.

Kabul.—The  fort  with  one  entrance  is  probably  that  now  known

as  the  Akabeen  or  upper  fort  of  Kabul,  now  but  little  used,  being

the  enclosed  summit  of  the  range  which  would  otherwise  command
the  modern  fort.

Lushghorkund  is  most  likely  the  modern  Lhoghur.

Ghor,  is  now  occupied  by  Huzaruhs  who  speak  very  pure  Persian.
Sar  of  Torkestan  is  doubtful.

Ghoz  tribes,  they  were  located  on  the  sources  of  the  Utturuk
river.

Most  of  my  readings  are  acknowledged  by  men  of  Bokhara  to  be

such  as  they  have  heard  mentioned,  but  several  names  are  extremely

doubtful  as  Sukulkund,  Wurwageer,  Undechuragh  and  others,

2A
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